Hello from the other side! It's currently the year 20XX, and not to brag, but our world has things that you could only dream of (ex. teleportation, fascinating creatures, etc.). Despite all of the crazy things we have available to us, we still emphasize the value of the processes and experiences of doing things the "long way." So even though we certainly have the means to become one hundred-percent "efficient," we don't ever intend to do so; we've concluded that these moments of human-ness are what makes our lives particularly special.

Inspired by this philosophy and the ever-peckish NomNoms (see below), we wanted find a way use our technology to redesign the food takeout/delivery system. We can agree that this system favors convenience over experience, such that it exchanges an opportunity to dine in-restaurant for on-your-couch dining at the expense of the food's quality. Of course, there's nothing wrong with wanting to dine at home, but don't we order from restaurants specifically for this quality, and don't chefs work hard to prepare food by the order to ensure it? Our conclusion: maintain food quality and facilitate the best possible at-home food experience by minimizing delivery time to the point where it becomes virtually nonexistent.
This is a NomNom. We're not exactly sure as to what they are or where they came from, but what we DO know is that NomNoms LOVE to eat.

They're not picky at all, but they HATE waiting for their food.

This is a NomNom when we told him that he had to wait to eat the cake until after we introduced him to you. Look at him go.

But now intros are over, so NomNom gets cake, and everybody's happy!
**THE BLUEPRINT**

**TOP-NOTCH TELEPORTATION:**
We've implemented our most advanced technology to instantaneously send food from one NomNom to another.

**SUPER SENSORS:**
NomNoms are equipped with the most precise temperature regulators so that food can be served as intended. Food-specific sensors also prevent any not-food items from being NomNom-ed.

**SIMPLE SERVICE:**
The only difficult thing about using a NomNom is waiting for your food! Place orders at the tap of the NomCom, link your bank account for easy checkout, and send food with the push of a button!

**COLOR CRAZY:**
NomNoms also come in a variety of colors! More versions to be released!

**NOMNOM NETWORK:**
The attached NomCom connects users to the NomNom Network, where all NomNom transactions take place.
**HOW TO NOMNOM**

**PLACE YOUR ORDER:**
Use your NomNom's computer (NomCom) to access the NomNom Network. Select your restaurant of choice, and place your order.

**WAIT (PATIENTLY):**
Good things come to those who wait! When your food is ready, the restaurant's NomNom will teleport your order directly into your NomNom.

**ENJOY !!:**
Make sure to confirm that you received your order on your NomCom before digging in!

**CONFIRM ORDER:**
Use your NomCom to confirm that you received a customer's order and payment.

**PREPARE FOOD:**
No fancy protocol or processes required! Prepare food as you would normally, but just make sure to use disposable serving dishes!

**AND WE'RE OFF !!:**
Once a customer's food is ready, select their order on the NomCom, put the food in the NomNom's "mouth," and hit "send" on the NomCom!
• **THE NOMNOM IS MEANT FOR FOOD ONLY!!!!**
  ○ PLEASE, PLEASE do not try to go about NomNom-ing your cat/little brother/etc. because we can only ensure that FOOD will arrive at its intended destination in its original condition!!! If the Food Scanner senses that you are attempting to NomNom something/one other than food, we may have to disconnect you from the NomNom Network for the safety of you and others!

• **MORE ABOUT THE NOMNOM NETWORK**
  ○ Your NomNom can connect with any other NomNom that is awake (up and running) AND open to requests/orders. So you cannot use the NomNom order food from restaurants that aren't open, nor can you use it to harass your mother about cooking for you at midnight. If your behavior is negatively affecting other users, they can file a report to have you potentially disconnected from the NomNom Network.

• **USER IMPACTS**
  ○ ON CUSTOMERS:
    ▪ The NomNom allows for food experiences that wouldn't be possible otherwise! Given that your restaurants/food distributors of choice are also have NomNoms, you now have access to a whole new world of food exploration!
  ○ ON RESTAURANTS:
    ▪ Since we're all curious, there are economic impacts of the NomNom, and they mainly benefit restaurants: with instantaneous delivery, there is less need for dependence on food delivery services, which allows restaurants to maximize their profits and reduces their carbon footprint. Furthermore, the NomNom opens up another avenue of potential customers for restaurants in addition to the walk-in/takeout/delivery orders that they already receive!